Dr. Armstrong Urges Freshmen
Not To Raise Flag On Pole

This year the freshmen have been holding flags of different description on the flag pole. This practice not only mars the appearance of Tech but is disrespectful. Any one who does this should be asked by the proper officials to desist. The only reason for raising the flag is to show your respect for it. In this way the flag is not only respected but you show your respect for the nation.

On the other hand, the rightful use of the flag is for the purpose of attracting attention to a special cause. This need not necessarily be a political cause.

The late President Theodore Roosevelt, so much of whose life was devoted to establishing a sound national policy for the United States of America,

The Georgia Tech Student Chapter of The American Institute of Chemical Engineers is rapidly becoming one of the most active non-social organizations on the campus. The initial meeting outlined the annual program, which is composed of bi-monthly meetings, with one open to the rest of the campus each month.

The chapter will present its open meetings leaders in the commercial chemical field. In November, Dr. Cox, of the International Nickel Company, will speak on "Corrosive Metals."

The organization is made up of those Juniors and Seniors who are interested in Chemistry and Chemical Engineering, and has as its faculty leader, Dr. H. A. Banger.

The Osgood-Sanders Day Nursery, operating under the name "Sheltering-Arms" and located on Baker Street, in Atlanta, is a Community, day nursery for the children of working mothers who cannot afford childcare for the children during the day. There is no charge for the nursery, which has been in operation for several years.

This year, the nursery is celebrating its 25th anniversary. The Nursery will be hosting a special open house on Saturday, October 30th, from 10:00 AM to 2:00 PM. The event will feature games, crafts, and refreshments for children and families. The nursery is open to the public, and all are welcome to attend.

Tech N.R.O.T.C. Unit celebrates Navy Day with Admiral Reeves as speaker.

Debating Society Holds Formal Forum

Georgia Tech, Agnes Scott and Emory debaters met at Emory and Agnes Scott on October 30th. These discussions were on the topics of policies and candidates of the Democratic, Republican, and Socialist parties. The debate was held at the Y.M.C.A. auditorium in an open forum discussion of the presidential candidates.

The admission will be fifty-five cents. In addition to a catchy small symphony orchestra, there will also be a slow dance rendition by the Emory debaters, who prove themselves so popular last year have been secured for a return engagement Saturday night after the Aubin Knights Orchestra's performance. The admission will be fifteen cents per couple.
I

In celebrating Navy Day on October 27, the Nation is justly proud to pay tribute to the Navy. This is more significant due to the fact that October 27 is the birthday of Teddy Roosevelt, the father of our modern navy, and made famous by him as the "Great White Fleet."

Georgia Tech is proud of the position that she holds in the Navy, and we strive to advance her position; it is through such enthusiasm and efficiency that was displayed by the Commanding Officers and Cadets on Navy Day, that has given them the title of being the most efficient N.R.O.T.C. and Reserve units of the year.

In the years to come and we may always find Tech with the same high standard of excellence and efficiency, and striving to do its part for the first line of defense, The United States Navy.

Attend Homecoming Dances

CONTINUING their efforts to make the Georgia Tech Homecoming an event to both old grads and Tech students, Anak Society is bringing Don Boster and his orchestra to play for the Homecoming dances.

Homecoming is a splendid move! For they give Tech the benefit of a splendid move in the form of a splendid Homecoming. It gives Tech the benefit of a splendid move in the form of a splendid Homecoming.

These dances during Homecoming week were inaugurated by Anak last year, with Phil Harris and his orchestra playing. They were a tremendous success. The forthcoming dances promise to be even better. Anak Society is doing its part to make this the most memorable Homecoming ever. WILL YOUR PART? Attend these dances in a body.

Not only will you have a good time doing this, but you will have an excellent time doing something that is the greatest asset in the record which its alumni are making in the productive work of the world. Georgia Tech graduates succeed because they have been trained both to think scientifically and to work efficiently.

Courses in Civil, Electrical, Mechanical, Textile, General, Ceramic, Chemical, and Aeronautical Engineering, Architecture, Chemistry, and Industrial Management

Coast Artillery, Signal Corps, Navy, Infantry, and Ordnance Units of the R. O. T. C.
Capt. Fawell Relates Stories About Experiences In Asia

"I had always been inclined to discount the stories of the sand storms in the Red Sea," stated Captain Fawell. "While Executive officer on the USS Trenton I had occasion to go through such a storm," he continued. "In returning from Busheh, Persia to the U. S. Naval Unit in Constantinople, the USS Trenton made passage through the Red Sea. It encountered one of these sand storms."

The ship, Politely, Captain Fawell explained, was caught by the effect of the sand on the eyes was certainly different from the effect of fog. It took many days to clear the ship of all this sand when the storm subsided. The sand was of such fine grains, having been carried from the desert by a high wind, and is very similar to the recent dust storms in the United States. It is of interest, however, to note that the Trenton, at the time of passing through this storm, was about one hundred miles off shore. This incident took place during the Shakodden Cruise of the newly commissioned USS Trenton.

"I was in a pretty tough spot," explained Captain Fawell, "as to how I should do without any of my experiences encountered on this duty in Chinese waters. Going ashore from the Quirios, a gunboat on which we were serving as Executive Officer, anchored south of the islands in a heavy surf, I was able to walk ashore up the Yangtze River, Captain Fawell and his party decided on a short hike and some apple picking. While hunting for these birds he wandered among the natives in the brush near the mouth of the river. His luck had been good and also his aim. Suddenly, as I was sending away a volley into a few of these birds that had risen from the Rosy rice fields, a Chinese appeared from nowhere and saw me," explained Captain Fawell. The old fellow began sending up violent cries of apparent anguish and at the same time pointing at an old hurt on his left shoulder. Completely bewildered by the false accusation of the following design that he had been shot, the Captain was obviously in the midst of a plot framed by the Chinese. From the surrounding rice fields and lowlands gathered a score of Chinese, fanducing not being able to speak of understanding the accusations that were being made against him Captain Fawell suddenly realized that his position was dangerous. The entire mob fighting for the Chinese, we discovered, were designing against the Chinese that he was aware of the follow's plot and was making fun of him. In only a few moments the entire crowd was also laughing at the Captain, beginning a score of Chineses. Handing him up with an empty cartridge case and generously presented the hacked fel­

Admiral Butler To Inspect Naval Unit Mon.

On Monday, Nov. 2, Admiral Butler will inspect the Tech Naval Unit at their home in the Armory. On this same day he will also give the Atlan­tica Naval Unit a special inspection.

Admiral Butler’s inspection of the local units is one of his scheduled stops on his tour of stations within the Sixth, Seventh, and Eighth Naval Districts, which are under his command. The entire southeast section of the United States, including the states of at least ten states, was recently made from three separate districts into one for purposes of administrative efficiency, with chief headquarters at Charleston, S. C.
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Admiral Reeves Has Outstanding Career In Line of Duty

On Tuesday, October 27th, Admiral J. M. Reeves addressed the Georgia Tech Naval Unit. Admiral Reeves, as present chairman of the Navy General Board, has had a brilliant career. He was born in Tampico, 111., November 29, 1872, and was appointed to the Naval Academy in 1890.

As a midshipman he was assigned to the Spanish-American War in 1898, where he was advanced from fourth to third class. His first command was on the USS Missouri. After his tour of duty in the Mediterranean, he was assigned to the Navy Staff, and was subsequently made Chief of Staff of the European station.

He was then assigned to the cruiser USS Trenton, and was subsequently made Chief of Staff of the European station. After his tour of duty in the Mediterranean, he was assigned to the Navy Staff, and was subsequently made Chief of Staff of the European station.

In 1904, he was appointed to the United States Naval Academy, and in 1906, he was assigned to the Navy Staff, and was subsequently made Chief of Staff of the European station.

In 1904, he was appointed to the United States Naval Academy, and in 1906, he was assigned to the Navy Staff, and was subsequently made Chief of Staff of the European station. After his tour of duty in the Mediterranean, he was assigned to the Navy Staff, and was subsequently made Chief of Staff of the European station.
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GULF PRODUCTS
THOMAS PURSE, JR. SERVICE STATION
NORTH AVE. AND SPRING ST.
Tech Pennants and Tech Stickers

HALF & HALVE MAKES A SWELL STICKER!
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Just add 'em up, Mister, and you have what it takes. Cool as a "ticket" for overtime parking. Sweet as the proof it was all a mistake. Fragrant, full-bodied tobacco that won't bite the tongue—in a tin that won't bite the fingers. Made by our exclusive modern process including patent No. 1,770,920. Smells good. Makes your pipe welcome anywhere. Tastes good. Your password to pleasure! Not a bit of bite in the tobacco or the Telescope Tin, which gets smaller and smaller as you use up the tobacco. No bitten fingers when you reach for a new tin. Copyright 1926, The American Tobacco Co.
The Yellow Jackets of Georgia Tech journeyed to Nashville, Tenn., last week-end to play the boys from Vanderbilt in what turned out to be a close and exciting football game. When the smoke of the battle had cleared away the score was still indicated on the scoreboard with a big score 0. Although the score does not seem very exciting, the game brought more thrill and disappointment in rapid succession to the crowd than any in a long time. The ball was passed, carried, or kicked from one end of the field to the other as tough breaks would stop one drive only to start another. The most heart-breaking one for the thousands of Tech supporters in the stands was when Konemann fumbled on Vandy's 9-yard line late in the last half.

In a game as close as this the statistics are usually observed to determine which team proved to be the stronger. In the case of last Saturday's game the statistics prove that the game was as evenly played as the scoreboard indicated. It is observed that the Engineers obtained 13 first downs and 243 yards for the scoreboard indicated. It is observed that the Engineers obtained 13 first downs and 243 yards for the scoreboard indicated. It is observed that the Engineers obtained 13 first downs and 243 yards for the scoreboard indicated. It is observed that the Engineers obtained 13 first downs and 243 yards for the scoreboard indicated. It is observed that the Engineers obtained 13 first downs and 243 yards for the scoreboard indicated. It is observed that the Engineers obtained 13 first downs and 243 yards for the scoreboard indicated. It is observed that the Engineers obtained 13 first downs and 243 yards for the scoreboard indicated. It is observed that the Engineers obtained 13 first downs and 243 yards for the scoreboard indicated. It is observed that the Engineers obtained 13 first downs and 243 yards for the scoreboard indicated. It is observed that the Engineers obtained 13 first downs and 243 yards for the scoreboard indicated. It is observed that the Engineers obtained 13 first downs and 243 yards for the scoreboard indicated. It is observed that the Engineers obtained 13 first downs and 243 yards for the scoreboard indicated. It is observed that the Engineers obtained 13 first downs and 243 yards for the scoreboard indicated. It is observed that the Engineers obtained 13 first downs and 243 yards for the scoreboard indicated. It is observed that the Engineers obtained 13 first downs and 243 yards for the scoreboard indicated.

**Schedule Announced**

(NOV. 2—7 P. M.)

Sigma Alpha Epsilon — Sigma Phi Epsilon

VARITY SCHEDULES

November 7—Asbury here.
November 14—Alabama here.
November 26—Conference Meet.

All freshmen are invited to come out for track who have any ability in the lines. Coach Griffin is anxious to have the best freshmen track team this year that he has had in several years, so all you freshmen who have any afternoons off come on out and try for the track team.

**DPOE POT**

Winner Loser

 anomalies

Lancaster Allen

Alabaslow

Kendrick

Maryland

Florida

Kansas

Alabama State

Louisiana State

South Carolina

Mississippi State

Arkansas

Tulane

Washington State

California

Pittsburgh

Carnegie Tech

North Carolina

Clemson

South Carolina

Georgia

Georgia Tech

Tennessee

Missouri

Oklahoma

Washington & Lee

Georgia Tech

North Carolina State

South Carolina State

Mississippi State

C. O. of N. Y.

Mississippi State

Mississippi

Minnesota

Northwestern

Michigan

Michigan

Michigan

North Carolina

North Carolina State

North Carolina State

Georgia

Florida

Mississippi State

Mississippi

Michigan

$1.00 up

25 cents

1.95

Wool Jackets

$6.95

$7 to

$10

Drawing Supplies — Engineering Equipment

G. Bonner Spearman, Owner and Manager

GEORGIA BLUE PRINT COMPANY

118 LUCIE ST., N. W.

COACH ALEX.

Tech "B" Team Beats Gordon As Jackets Play Brilliantly

The "B" team of the Tech Tornadoes played their second game before Atlanta fans Saturday, emerging with a 39-0 victory into camp.

Following the kick-off, it was only a matter of a few plays and a pass before Tech scored. The end of the first half found Tech out in the lead by a score of 19 to 0. The second half opened with a punting duel and ended with the "Bess" taking the ball and scoring on a series of passes; at this stage of the game the "Bess" turned it into a scoring circus with the "Little Tornado" chalking up two additional touchdowns to win by the final score of 39 to 0.

The gathering of spectators at the Tech Stadium Saturday had an opportunity to see several of the stars of coming seasons and their form was commendable, with R. E. Hood acting as coach in the absence of the regular mentors.

Starting line-up:

**TECH "B"**

GORDON

Anderson

L. E. Spivey

Roberts

L. T. Mount

Adams

L. G. Burns

Nowell

C. Smith

McKenney

R. G. Evans

Rooney

R. T. Abercrombie

Braunagel

R. C. Spitwood

Gibson

L. H. Howard

Gilmer

R. H. Hill

Reed

F. B. Gantt

Butler

Q. B. McRee

**Jackets Expected to Flash Early Season Offense Against Tigers**

Georgia Tech's Yellow Jackets are to return to their old stomping grounds tomorrow when they meet the Clemson Tigers at Grant Field. Their chances for Rose Bowl recognition blotted out by a defeat at Duke and a loss with Vanderbilt, the Jackets are expected to return to their early season form. Those who saw the Tech football team bowl over Presbyterian, Sewanee and Kentucky know that when Konemann, Appleby and Company get started there's no stopping the Golden Tornado.

Their stock boosted by a decisive victory over South Carolina last Saturday the Clemson Tigers come to Atlanta with one of their strongest teams in recent years playing a veritable brand of football, Clemson has established itself as one of the leaders in the Southern Conference.

Although the boys from Clemson are not expected to win over the Jackets, indications point to a close, well-played game.

After a disappointing road trip, the Jackets will be out tomorrow to justify the faith of their supporters, with the line charging hard on offense and a famous "razzle" clicking again, Tech is expected to trud along the well-kned comeback trail. Although they were trud by Vandy last Saturday, the Jackets are by no means out of the race for the Southeastern Conference title. If they can successfully hold their four remaining conference games, Tech's Tornado will have very good chance to win or tie for the championship.

**LEARN TO DANCE**

(S<tantly)

To dance well is a distinct social advantage.

E. Allen White studios

Shrine Mosque

Atlanta 5259

**Cool Weather Is Here!**

and our overcoats and warm apparel is most attractively styled and priced... Overcoats—All Wool—New Patterns...$19.75 up

Sweaters—with Sport Backs...3.50 up

Scarfs and Wool Cioves...1.00 up

Hats by Lee...$3.95 Wool Jackets...$6.95

Shirts—All Styles...1.35 Leather Jackets...11.75

Pajamas...1.65 Wool Slacks...4.95

You're welcome, drop in often, look around

**Botolians**

FAVORED ON EVERY CAMPU$ $7 to $10

**FALL STYLES**

Mansfield shoes

Meet Styles & Sizes at $6

$5 to $6

Collegiate Shoes

$3.95

Camp & Eason

"Fashions for Young Men"

40 Peachtree at 5 Points
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Clemson Drill Squad To Perform Saturday

The Clemson Senior Platoon, an or­
ganization constituted of past members at the art of esthetic drill, will ac­
company the "Tigers" here on Sat­
urday, October 31, and will take pos­sion of the field between the halves, with an exhibition of their work. It will include squad and platoon move­ments, besides about ten fancy maneu­vers of their own, and according to all reports, should be well worth see­ing.

The Senior Platoon, which is com­
piled of four squads, two guides, and a platoon leader, was selected from the senior class at Clemson by elimi­nation after keen competitions for the honor. Each class holds an elimina­tion contest, and all cadets are eligi­ble who are members of the R.O.T.C.

By the time Clemson cadets have be­come seniors they are all drill masters, and with this training behind them, will certainly give the football fans some very nice exhibitions of close order movement.

Delta Sigma Phi Still Leading Bowling League

At the end of the third week of play, Delta Sigma Phi still holds the field in Blick's bowling tournament with a record of nine games won and none lost. Chi Psi is not far behind with seven victories against two de­feats.

Ward Simms, with an average score of 106, has the highest individual average of the tournament. Cliff Hunter has the highest individual score with 127 and the highest three-gam­e set of 585.

The schedule for tonight is as fol­lows:

4:30 P. M. Phi Kappa Tau—Sigma Chi.

5:30 P. M. Sigma Alpha Epsilon—Alpha Tau Omegas.

6:30 P. M. Sigma Chi—Phi Delta Theta.

7:30 P. M. Delta Sigma Phi—Phi Epsilon Pi.

8:00 P. M. Delta Tau Delta—Pi Kappa Phi.

8:30 P. M. Chi Phi—Kappa Sigma.

Phi Gamma Delta—Tau Epsilon Phi.

Pi Kappa Alpha—Sigma Alpha Epsi­lon.

There have been several postponed games which have not been played off yet.

Ketches

By Jaybird

Introducing the one and only "Light Horse Harry" Appleby, the Tornado's tough tackling, terse talking, time taking, triple threat tiger man, the lightest full back in the South's col­
legiate ciricle, and the Jackets' lead­ing ground gainer. "Apps" hails from Nashville where he played two years up in the Commodore country. He be­
gan his high school pigskin career with the Boys Hi Purple and ador­able ball totis with the Tech famous gridiron quintuplets, namely, "Shag," Charlie, "Nitt," Dick, and "Apps." "Light Horse" shore for the locals for two more years and played one of his best games against the Lanier Poets in which he made the only tally.

For "Night-and-Day" Smokers

—A Light Smoke!

Even though you've been smoking all through the day, and all through the evening, you'll find that your after-dinner Lucky tastes as good as your Lucky of noon. For a close look, a clear throat . . . reach for a Lucky—a Light smoke!

Luckies—a light smoke

OF RICH, RIPE-BODIED TOBACCO—"IT'S TOASTED"

WhenFun and Smoking

Last Way Into the Night...

On party nights—or whenever you do a lot of smoking—you'll find that Luckies, a light smoke, are a comfort as well as a joy! For since Luckies are a light smoke, there's no wear and tear on your throat. Luckies wear well ... they're the only cigarette that's "Toasted"... your protection against irritation. So tomorrow, or better, right now, reach for a Lucky—rich with the taste of fine center-leaf tobacco. It's a good morning smoke with a clean, fresh taste. And it's a good night smoke ... easy on you ... gentle. It's never too late for a light smoke ... never too late for a Lucky!

* * NEWS FLASH! * *

Mrs. Bowles. We're certainly pleased, too, with an exhibition of their work. It should be well worth seeing.

Friday, October 30, 1936
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Anak Presents Don Bestor And His Orchestra

(Continued from Page 1) to broadcast from a remote control point, this broadcast was over station KDIA, Pittsburgh.

Bestor and his company of thirteen, most of whom have been with him most of the time he has had an orchestra have played some of the best known spots in the United States included are the Cocoanut Grove of the Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles, The New York Billmores, and the New Yorker, The Roosevelt, the Pennsylvania and others too numerous to mention. In Neil Buckley and Ducky Yonta, Bestor has two excellent vocalists, the former singing the ballads, the latter being the novelty and Comedy tunes.

Don plays numerous instruments specializing on the piano and vibraphone. His instrument is one of the newest in music, it looks very much like a piano, but sounds much like a combination of celeste, organ, harp and piano. This instrument has caused wide interest, and dancers everywhere have been amazed at the tones that Bestor can herald from it.

The Armory will be decorated in Spring St. HE.

Let GASPAR-WARE Make An
Enlargement From Your
Blue Print Negative

THE GASPAR-WARE
STUDIO
30 FIFTH STREET, N. W.

Tech-Vandy Break Even

(Continued from Page 4) to be in the punting where Lawrence Hays averaged 40 yards for Tech against 23. Of the many families that seemed to bouncing around the field Vandy got the ball from Tech 5 times and the Jackets got it back on only 3 occasions.

It seems that Vandy had been pointing toward this game for quite a while. This may account for the fact that Coach Morrison of Vandy said he would win this game even after losing to Southwestern and L.S.U. The first play of the game had been planned for the entire week. On this play, the first after the kick-off had been run back by Vandy to their own 15-yard line, the left end tore down the field to receive a pass from Agee. He passed the Tech secondary and reached for the pass on the dead run, but it slipped through his arms. Had he caught this pass it would have been a sure touchdown for Vandy. This would have copied with the Vandy plan of attack of scoring very quick- ly thus taking Tech by surprise, but here their biggest offensive attack failed. On two other occasions Vandy's captain and stellar end, Dick Plasman, dropped two passes over the goal. Tech's passing game was so well covered that it only clicked for a few short gains.

Primary Election

(Continued from Page 1) A table will be placed on the campus so that students may vote who do not have an opportunity to do so in class.

RIALTO

HOW PLAYING

Snatched from the front pages of your newspaper and whipped into a screaming headline picture of today.

"LEGION OF TERROR"

Bruce Cabot
Marguerite Churchill
HELD OVER
ALANO DASS

ANNUCING
Saturday, October 31
The reopening of our newly remodeled store, with a complete line of the finest fabrics—domestic and foreign—at the right prices.

We invite you to call on us, Souvenirs to each visitor—while they last.

A complete line of Tuxedos, Full-Dress, and Cut-A-Ways to rent.

SOUTHERN TAILORS
5 Auburn Ave. J a. 6957
One Step From Peachtree

...This is the first cigarette I ever smoked that really satisfies me
Not strong, not harsh and it has all the flavor and aroma you could ask for.

That settles it... from now on, it's Chesterfield.